
Lecture 3: Frank Lloyd-Wright: Rethinking Architectural Composition 

Early Life/Career 

➢ Fosters modern architecture in Europe and America. 

➢ Reinvents himself constantly, noted for originality and displacement from the wider canon. 

➢ Plays with Froebel’s gifts – modular building blocks. 

➢ Enters the University of Wisconsin-Madison without high school education – works with professor of civil 

engineering, Allan D. Conover. Leaves without taking a degree. 

➢ Found work first with Joseph Lyman Silsbee, as a draughtsman. Silsbee’s office follows the English architectural 

tradition. 

➢ Finds work with Louis Sullivan and Adler – Sullivan facilitated the financial success of the Sullivan, now with his 

first wife Catherine Lee Tobin, by offering Wright a 5-year contract. 

Early Architecture 

➢ Takes on the residential projects of Adler and Sullivan, whom were too busy with commercial projects. E.g. 
Charnley house, Chicago, 1891 (with Louis Sullivan) – features iconic punctured windows, flat, pended roofs. 

➢ Observes Japanese architecture (Ho-‐o-‐den pavilion at 1893 World’s Colombian Exhibition) – curves eaves, 

horizontal components above shoji screens are referenced in his later work. 

➢ Early style belongs with Victorian architecture/Shingles style with English influences – use of timber, bowl-

projection forwards, hipped roofs. Departs from this framework with Winslow house, River Forest, 1893  – 

tucked in second floor, and proportions are made to feature horizontality (light weight planes) rather than 

verticality – windows, massing. Formal front, balanced planning,  

➢ E.g. Nathan G. Moore house, 1895, Oak Park: takes on steep roofs with dominant, clear geometries. Interest in 

gothic decorative relief (Sullivan), though quite judiciously put forward. Tudor Revival elements. 

Height of Powers 

➢ Horizontality (in planes) becomes more prominent in the Ward Willits House, Highland Park, 1900-‐02 – draws 

parallel to the prairie of Illinois. Features new elements – porte-cochere (the car becoming part of life) – house is 

placed on terrace. 

➢ Japanese influence is clearly seen in the Susan Lawrence Dana-Thomas House, 1904, Springfield – Sullivan’s 

influence can too be seen – thin roman bricks, heavily, pressing arches. Panels are used and clearly demarcated. 

➢ E.g. Darwin D. Martin house, 1904, Buffalo – The hearth is the heart of the home (Semper) – the pin-wheel plan 

– the hearth being the pin with other zones flowing around it. See also Frederick C. Robie House, 1909, Chicago – 

features a carpark. Flat-urns reinforces horizontality – dark, receding windows with lead-light decoration. 

Ornamentation is barely apparent. A Gesumkunstwerk of free-flowing space. 

➢ In summary, Wright’s architecture is typified by: circuitous entry sequences, spreading wings, hearth (fireplace) 

as centre, pinwheel plan, play of compression and openness, connection to nature, plasticity and movement. 

➢ E.g. Larkin Building, 1904, Buffalo – One of the first air-conditioned buildings in the world. The office building is 

turned inside-out. Edge towers are stairways and toilets. The interior is then a giant open space – top-lit – 

around the atrium sat executive room. Gesumkunstwerk. Dominance of horizontal and vertical lines. 

➢ E.g. Unity Temple, Oak Park, 1906 – box-like conglomeration. The interior is an incredibly complex collection of 
vertical/horizontal elements. Height of powers. 

➢ Runs away with client’s wife, Mamah Borthwick Cheney, to Europe. Berlin, Florence. The Wasmuth Volumes, 
1911, of Wright’s work, are released – influencing European architects. Returns to America and builds the 
Taliesin, featuring the 'Romeo and Juliet' Tower, Spring Green, Wisconsin, from 1896 to 1911. Rebuilt 1914.   – 
Orientally influenced. Just as Midway Gardens (Chicago, 1914) were completed, Mamah, her children, and wider 
household was murdered at Taliesin. 

➢ Meets Miriam Noel – mentally unstable. Divorces Catherine. And marries. Tours Japan and designs the Imperial 

Hotel in Tokyo, 1914 – 21 – pin-supported cantilevering counters earthquakes, surviving several instances – 

inspiration taken from waiters holding trays. Highly decorated. 

➢ Moves away from Chicago due tragedy. To California Hollywood – distinct change in architectural style – 
influenced by Mayan/Aztec/Meso American architecture – E.g. Aline Barnsdall house, 'Hollyhock', Hollywood, 
Calif., 1920. Heavy as opposed to earlier, airy visual style. Natural, organic, different. 



➢ E.g. Millard House, 'La Miniatura', Pasadena, Calif., 1924. Embedded with patterned block-work, perforations. 
See also Freeman house. Transforms concrete and takes advantage of its plasticity. E.g. Charles Ennis house, Los 
Angeles, 1924. Featured in films. 

Later Work 

➢ Parallels to Le Corbusier – the prominent European architect on the period. Wright reacts against Le Corb’s 

compressed, visionary cities. Wright designs Broadacre City (1932 – 59) to Roosevelt’s plea – decentralized – 

each man would rise. Usonian. The Usonian house is elaborated upon – modest, but keeps to the horizontality of 

the prairie house. 

➢ E.g. Edgar Kaufmann house, 'Fallingwater', Bear Run, Pennsylvania, 1936. Cantilevered from bedrock of 

waterfall, which is too a part of the house.  Suspended stair, extreme cantilever. 

➢ Plays with different geometric shapes – obsession with circle – e.g. Johnson Wax Co. Building, Racine, Wisconsin, 

1936-¬‐39; Research Tower, 1949-¬‐51. Idea/structure of a tree. Mushroom columns in interior – brings in a 

huge amount of light. Utilises tube, instead of plate glass, for the sky-light dome to maintain circular motif. 

➢ Works in Arizona – Taliesin West, Moricopa Mesa, Arizona, 1938-‐59. Taking inspiration from local topography, 

using massive boulder – of the local – but somehow alien to it. Hunkered down – coolness. 

➢ The Morris Gift shop, San Francisco, Calif. 1948. Plain brick wall – inviting archway, with line drawing in. The 

circle is everywhere in the interior. See also Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, 1956 - 59. Utilises 

geometry as an ordering device, moulding of volume. 

➢ Marin Civic Center, San Rafael, California, 1959-¬‐63. Baubled fringe – reimagining of the civic building with its 

proportions. Long, open corridors – sense of smoothness, otherworldliness. Showcases his ability to reinvent 

himself overtime.  

Other Buildings 

➢ Mrs Thomas Gale house, Oak Park, 1904-‐09. 
 

➢ P.A. Beachey house, Oak Park, Illinois, 1906. 

➢ Cheney house, Oak Park, 1904. 

➢ Jacobs House, Madison, Wisconsin, 1936 

➢ Price Tower, Bartlesville, Oklahoma, 1952-‐56. 

Reading: Frank Lloyd Wright – In the Cause for Architecture 

➢ “Nature is never right for a picture so is she never right for the architect – that is not readymade.” Inspiration is 

to be taken from nature – to learn from it the relations of form and function. The sense of the organic is 

indispensable to an architect. 

➢ Propositions of architectural ideals: 

1. “Simplicity and repose are qualities that measure the value of any work of art… and all that is 

meaningless, has been eliminated.” 

2. “The ensemble of the rooms should be carefully considered that comfort and utility go hand in hand 

with beauty.” The living room is essential, as is the hearth within. 

3. “Decoration is dangerous unless you understand it thoroughly and are satisfied that it means something 

good in the scheme as a whole” – decoration should bring unity to the unique whole. 4 - 6 in the reading 

refers to the achievement of this wholeness, that is by a single architect working in completely 

meticulousness, producing the gesumkunstwerk.  

4. “There should be as many styles… as there are different individuals.” 

5. “A building should be… Harmonized with its surroundings… We of the middle-west are living on the 

Prairie… its quiet level [should be accentuated]” – implicating this are the typical horizontality of 

Wright’s work. 

6. Bring out the nature of the materials. 

7. Buildings must be true and sincere and be built with integrity – that is it must be of quality. 

➢ Spirituality is not the conforming to of a bygone, reeking historical stage but rather the common sensical 

appreciation of things – as led by the zeitgeist. 



➢ Ask “What is style”. An ideal of democracy will not result in the uniformity of type which have characterized the 

so-called great styles. The highest possible expression of the individual as a unit, but still not inconsistent with a 

harmonious whole. Some motifs of this meta-type are: 

o Low pitched hip roofs, unbroken skylines, continuous walls (maybe demarcated by colour, but not with 

extruded foundations), swinging windows from simple, incised fenestrations. After nature, “the 

individuality of the attribute is seldom sacrificed; that is, deformed or mutilated by cooperative parts. 

She rarely says a thing and tries to take it back at the same time”. An axial law, balance in the plan 

maintained. Self-sufficient zoning, where schemes are nurturing and not merely-thrown up. Effects of 

the picturesque should naturally follow course. Finally, the differentiation of a single, certain simple 

form characterizes the expression of one building.  

o How are buildings individual, as in with regards to its client, rather than its architect? The individuality of 

the owner is first manifest in his choice of architect, whom he entrusts with his characterization and 

whose work he is sympathetic of. The architect of course should idealize his client’s character and his 

client’s tastes. 

o The then-present conditions of industrialization call for efficient furniture producible by machine. 

Interiors imbued with such with be found in quiet, simple dignity – in this sense, simplicity is not in itself 

an end; it is a means to an end. Simple, broad, planar surfaces marries buildings to the ground; make 

them intimate expressions or revelations of the exteriors, and individualize them without preconceived 

notions of style. 

➢ “Nevertheless, I believe that only when one individual forms the concepts of the various projects and also 

determines the character of every detail in the sum total, will that unity be secured” 

➢ “As for the future – the work shall grow more truly simple; more expressive with fewer lines, fewer forms; more 

articulate with less labour, more plastic, more fluent… As understanding and appreciation of life matures and 

deep ends, this work shall prophesy and idealize the character of the individual it is fashioned to serve more 

intimately.” 

Frank Lloyd Wright’s Organicity 

➢ Organicity, the feeling of it, should be indispensable for the architect, so says Frank Lloyd Wright. Viewing the 

word as pure symbol (as opposed to icon or index), it suggests a preservation of the natural. Closer to the 

millennial’s ear it describes a product or produce of a non-anthropological process, that for all its 

anthropological purposiveness, is without human purpose, which in turn disqualifies itself from the realm of 

normalcy for the person of its possession, and attaches to them some fascination (and pride/superiority) – if not 

warranted by a paralleling, inexplicable, meaningless, but at once undeniable belonging. Perhaps this last is an 

apocryphal sequence of words, but it is also the key to Frank Lloyd’s concept of organicity in architecture – that 

is a genre warranting destruction of a humanity somehow outside of nature – a genealogical construct. This 

ideological shift is then tremendously broad in implications – not only does it suggest harmony between man 

and nature, which is indeed demonstrated by Wright’s tenets of ‘bringing out the nature of materials”, and that 

“A building should appear to grow easily from its site and be shaped to harmonize with its surroundings if Nature 

is manifest there…” At this juncture, however, the return of man to the category of nature revolutionizes him, to 

such an extent, that he heuristically can create his own nature – “… and if not try to make it as quiet, substantial 

and organic as She [nature] would have been were the opportunity Hers.” Of what is Wright’s pin-wheel form an 

embodiment, then, but this liberating sentiment? The concept of the hearth, undoubtedly borrowed from 

Semper, as an element of architecture so ancient that it is comfortably deemed ‘organic’, and is as natural as 

man is natural, now once again becomes the undeviable heart of the home. Decoration should be measured – he 

said – temporarily; as a means to an end of realising that the highest function, truest significance of buildings in 

relation to “human life within, and the natural efflorescence without”. For Wright, the common man with 

appreciation for common-sense should of course then be more spiritual, and organically unified with nature, 

than men so blissfully chasing the reek of a ‘culture’ that is invented against nature. At the reading’s end he 

therefore cries: “As for the future – the work shall grow more truly simple; more expressive with fewer lines, 

fewer forms; more articulate with less labour; more plastic, more fluent, although more coherent: more 

organic… As understanding an appreciation of life matures and deepens… It shall become in its atmosphere as 

pure and elevating in its humble way as the trees and flowers are in their perfectly appointed way.”  


